proportions in the races of cod tested at Norway (Moller, 1966) and at Greenland (Jamieson, 1967) . Recent tests on transferrins in cod at Faroe suggest that there is some genetic isolation between the cod on the Faroe Plateau and those on the Faroe Bank. The Plateau is a shelf surrounding the islands, extending to the 200 metres isobath. The Bank lies about 150 kilometres south-west of the islands; its shallowest water is about ioo metres deep and its margin is also 200 metres deep. A channel 830 metres deep at its shallowest part separates the Bank from the Plateau. The area of the Plateau is about five times that of the Bank.
In a review of the statistics and biology of cod at Faroe, Jones (1966) The angular transformations of the allele frequencies were used in the analysis of variance shown in table 3. A considerable part of the total variation obviously is due to the differences between the alleles (P<oooi), but two of the interaction items are noteworthy also. The interaction of the populations and alleles indicates a significant degree of genetic isolation between the cod stocks (P<o.oi), and the interaction of alleles and years (P<o.o5) suggests that random genetic changes occurred in the Faroe cod stocks between May ig66 and March 1967. The total samples of typed cod for the Plateau were compared with the total for the Bank. This overall comparison resolved itself as a 2 Xj contingency for the two regions and the five (j) alleles. AX2 value of 14.17 for four degrees of freedom showed that the probability of the genetic coincidence of the two cod stocks, on transferrin data alone, is less than one chance in a hundred.
No sub-population sample of Faroe cod appeared to have collected recruits from a genotypically distinct stock, since the observed numbers of genotypes showed good agreement with the expected numbers in table i.
This demonstration using cod serum protein types supports the opinion that two distinct breeding stocks of cod are fished at Faroe, and that their conservation is basically two problems. 
